Evaluation of single incision laparoscopic surgery "low-fidelity" simulation training.
Evaluate the learning curve of SILS (Single Incision Laparoscopic Surgery) on a simulator, based on two tests of the Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery certification program (FLS(®)), in a population of novice medical students, and compare their performance to those of senior surgeons practicing both "conventional" laparoscopic surgery and SILS. Monocentric prospective study with four groups: two groups of novice medical students, and two groups of senior surgeons. The two FLS(®) tests used for evaluation were the peg transfer and the precision cutting tasks. No statistically significant differences were found between the novice groups, whether they started their first session directly, or immediately after watching a video presentation of the exercises. For the novice medical students, the average completion time of both tests improved significantly between the first and the sixth sessions with a short learning curve. The group of experienced seniors performed fastest in both tests. For the peg transfer task, the skills of the novice medical students were comparable to those of non-experienced seniors after the 4th session and improved after 6 sessions (P=0.017). For the precision cutting task, the average timing of the novice group became better than that of the non-experienced seniors, starting from the third session. FLS(®) "low fidelity" simulator training is effective for the training of novice medical students. To minimize the risk of technical errors, novice medical students should practice a minimum of six simulator-training sessions before starting their practical learning of SILS in the operating room.